**From Kettle & The Port:**

Read the following with

**Lady Dulce**
Wyldewood Cellars & Winery, Peck KS

Light and delicate, this wine is a blend of sweet white grapes making it a true indulgence. Compare it to a delightful Moscato.

---

**Murder Past Due**
by Miranda James

When famous author and former classmate Godfrey Priest is murdered after only being in Athena, Mississippi for one day, good-natured librarian Charlie Harris, with a little help from his Maine coon cat named Diesel, must read between the lines to catch a killer.

---

**At Home in Mitford**
by Jan Karon

A heartwarming portrait of the mysteries and miracles of everyday life in a small town introduces the charming North Carolina town of Mitford and its colorful inhabitants, including Tim, a bachelor rector, who is falling in love with his neighbor.

---

**The Inn at Rose Harbor: a Novel**
by Debbie Macomber

Jo Marie Rose opens the Rose Harbor Inn bed and breakfast in Cedar Cove in order to start a new life, but the inn and its first guests bring surprises into Jo's life.

---

The Port Library
1718 N Hersey
Beloit, Kansas 67420-2748
785-738-3936
portlibrary.weebly.com
The Quilter’s Apprentice: A Novel
by Jennifer Chiaverini
Sarah, struggling to find a job and a sense of place in her new town, finds herself learning how to quilt from a cantankerous old woman who also teaches her about the deep love that can exist between friends.

Corduroy Mansions
by Alexander McCall Smith
While a middle-aged wine merchant tries to emancipate his reluctant adult son from their crumbling Pimlico home, a hated Parliament member incites the disgust of his biography-writing mother and long-suffering literary agent girlfriend.

Tara Road
by Maeve Binchy
Abandoned by her husband, a Dublin woman named Ria meets American Marilyn via the phone, and they end up swapping houses with surprise results.

Forever and Always
by Leigh Greenwood
Determined to share his last days with his brothers, Logan Holstock meets Sibyl Spencer, an attractive widow.

Last Holiday
After a woman is diagnosed with a terminal illness, she decides to spend her last few weeks having fun and spending her life savings.